The dangers of
thumb wrestling.

the punk syndrome
HHHHH Out 1 February
WhAT iS punK? FoCuSeD on A FinniSh
band whose members have learning
difficulties, Jukka Kärkkäinen and J-p passi’s
rough, rousing and raucous rock-doc offers
a pretty good answer. empowered by
punk’s DiY idealism, where finesse matters
less than making the unheard heard,
pertti Kurikka’s name Day rage against
prejudice with blunt but forthright
expressive force. The directors’ affecting
yet non-sentimental verité approach suits
the raw material, spurning ‘expert’ talking
head commentary and letting the band
speak (and scream) for themselves. Best
of all, the live footage pogos with purpose:
in front of audiences tuned into punk’s
outsider frequency, name Day summon
the rock’n’roll respect they deserve.
Kevin Harley

Antiviral
HHHHH Out 8 February

i

Like father, like son…

t’s impossible to discuss
debuting writer/director brandon
cronenberg without mentioning
his dad, not just because cronenberg senior
is a genius, but because cronenberg Jr
refuses to fall too far from the tree. set in
a world so addicted to celebrity culture that
even the rich and famous’ diseases are
collector’s items, it introduces virus
salesman syd march, played with queasy
intensity by rising star caleb landry Jones.
Working for the lucas clinic, march
wears the same clothes every day (like The
Fly’s seth brundle) and peddles the cold
sores of starlets such as Hannah Geist
(a cronenberg name if ever there was one,
played by Cosmopolis’ sarah Gadon). He
also gets high off his own supply, leading
him into the shady outreaches of corporate
espionage (see Videodrome).
like his father, brandon has a knack
for simultaneously making a complex idea
easy to grasp, and taking it to the nth
degree. part dealer, part vampire, march’s
work involves harvesting desirable viruses
which he sells in black-market “cell
gardens”, essentially back-room butchers
(like eXistenZ) growing colourless steaks
from famous people’s dNA, a memorably
disgusting creation. As tV news reports
spew out celebrity “upskirt” shots and
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› Certificate TBC Running time 85 mins (tbc)

a Greek chorus of march’s colleagues
ponder Geist’s vaginal deformities (Dead
Ringers), it’s a future both ridiculous and
frighteningly conceivable.
if anything, cronenberg Jr has a more
controlled aesthetic than his dad did as
a young filmmaker, matching Karim
Hussain’s surgical cinematography with
ec Woodley’s discordant score, and
setting pivotal scenes in blinding white
labs spattered with red-black blood.
Although the second act loses steam,
with malcolm mcdowell serving up some
english ham (like oliver Reed in The Brood
and patrick mcGoohan in Scanners), the
ending fulfils all the awful promises of the
premise, suggesting a passing of the torch,
rather than empty pastiche. long live the
new flesh, indeed. Matt Glasby

THE VERDICT Accomplished filmmaking
from a sci-fi auteur to watch. Not
perfect, but if this is Brandon
Cronenberg’s Shivers, we
can’t wait to see The Fly.
› Certificate TBC Director Brandon

Cronenberg Starring Caleb Landry
Jones, Sarah Gadon, Malcolm
McDowell Screenplay Brandon
Cronenberg Distributor
Momentum Running time 108 mins

see this if
you liked...
THE KING OF
COMEDY 1983
Another slant on
what happens
when fandom
goes too far.
STRANGE DAYS
1995
Kathryn Bigelow’s
sci-thriller probes
the limits of
vicarious
experience.
COSMOPOLIS
2012
Different
Cronenberg, same
Sarah Gadon,
similar sense of
lingering oddness.
For full
reviews of
these films visit
totalfilm.com/
cinema_reviews

talking
point

Cronenberg took inspiration
from a bout of lurgy. “I had the
flu and I was obsessing over it,”
he reveals. “The physicality
of illness, that there was
something in my body that
came from someone else.”

run for your wife
HHHHH Out 14 February
RAY CooneY’S exeCRABle FilM ADAp
of his long-running stage comedy about
a london cabbie with two unsuspecting
wives doesn’t even count as a missed
opportunity. Vanity project is nearer the
mark, thanks in part to the gallery of
“theatre chums” the veteran farceur has
press-ganged into contributing cameos.
Cliff Richard as a busker, Judi Dench as a
bag lady, lionel Blair as a gay neighbour
(not to mention Russ Abbot, Richard Briers,
Ray Winstone, Sylvia Syms and Rolf
harris)... it’s one long, laughter-averse
ordeal studded with D-listers short of panto
work. The leads are no better, Danny Dyer,
Denise Van outen and Sarah ‘Girls Aloud’
harding giving performances that’ll make
you run for the exit. Neil Smith

› Certificate 12A Running time 94 mins
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